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6120 Allisonville Road, Indianapolis, Indiana 46220

Mission Statement
Training rescue dogs as service dogs
and promoting collaboration between
dogs and people through research,
education and ethical training.
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Saving Dogs,
Helping People,
Promoting Kindness
The pandemic has presented organizations worldwide
with unique challenges. As a nonprofit focused on
helping people, Medical Mutts has certainly not been
exempt from those challenges yet we have adapted
and evolved in a way that has not seen us deviate from
our mission a single inch. For that I am tremendously
proud. We could have not done it without the
unrelenting support of our followers, donors, board of
directors, and staff. The passion for this work is
palpable and inspires us every day. From the bottom
of my heart, thank you for your kindness.
Jennifer
Founder

Cattet,
&

Ph.D.

Executive
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Our Team for 2021
Board of Directors

Kimberly Coy-Board President
Catherine Anne Burget-Vice President
John Bowen-Secretary
Dr. Dave Shanklin-Director
Chuck Harr-Director
Louise Boucher-Director

Senior Staff

Jennifer Cattet, CPDT-KA, Ph.D.-Executive Director
Eva Rudisile, CPDT-KA-Director of Client Services
Melissa Morris, CPDT-KA-Director of Training
Jack Topham-Director of Finance & Administration
Cass Goodnight, RVT-Director of Development
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A YEAR OF GROWTH

2021 was a year of growth for the Medical Mutts
organization as we settled into our new facility at 6120
Allisonville Rd in Indianapolis, Indiana.
After the move, major fundraising efforts were needed to
finance several necessary projects including the
construction of 28 kennels, an intake room, play yards,
offices, and training rooms. We are extremely thankful to
our donors and sponsors who showed up in a big way to
make this a reality!
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In October we hosted our first Open House and welcomed
the community and our supporters out to the new facility
to see all we had accomplished, meet the trainers, and
learn more about the work that we do.
Medical Mutts ended 2021 with a full kennel of dogs in
training and unprecedented interest in our work. We
experienced growth across all programs and continued to
position ourselves as the leaders in Service Dog training
by participating in research and hosting training events
through the Center for Medical Assistance Canines.
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SAVING DOGS

We partner with local rescues
and shelters to find dogs that
have the qualities to become
service dogs. Our service dogs
look friendly, are very social,
and highly trainable.
Once in our program, the dogs
go through our science-based
curriculum before being placed
with our clients. For 6-8
months, they are trained fulltime by our dedicated team and
learn over 30 different
behaviors before being placed
on Service Dog Teams with
their human.
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HELPING PEOPLE

We are experts at training dogs to use their nose and
develop that skill to help with medical conditions.
We specialize in the training of dogs for:
Diabetes Alert
Seizure Alert
Psychiatric Conditions such as:
Social phobias & agoraphobia
Obsessive Compulsive Disorders (OCD)
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
Anxiety
Depression
Bipolar disorders
Panic attacks
Autism
Mobility
Facility
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PROMOTING
KINDNESS

Our training methods are ethical, kind to the animals
and promote confidence, trust and a strong motivation
to work. We don’t use choke chains, prong collars or
shock collars and consider such devices to be
unnecessary and harmful to the dog and to the
relationship. Instead, we apply positive reinforcement
methods that encourage the dog to make decisions and
take initiatives in times of crisis.
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OTHER
PROGRAMS
Board & Train
We recognize that some people
may have dogs that they are
deeply bonded to but need
professional guidance to help
train them for medical alert &
public access work.
In our Board & Train program,
the dog lives and trains full-time
at the facility for 8-32 weeks,
receiving the same sciencebased training used for our
rescued program dogs.
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Train your own service dog
In an effort to help even more
people, we offer both private
1:1 classes and group classes
virtually.
Through this program we
teach the same standards and
positive-reinforcement
methods used on-site,
allowing people nationwide
to train their own dogs as
Service Dogs.
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TESTIMONIALS

I have had the privilege of working with the team at
Medical Mutts on several occasions. The people working at
Medical Mutts have an extensive knowledge of how dogs
learn, how they need to be motivated and how positivity is
the driving factor for dogs to flourish. My Diabetic Alert Dog
Chai has been such a wonderful addition to our family. He
has provided a security that comes from knowing that he is
always near and ready to detect my lows and highs that I
can no longer detect on my own.
He has created the safety net
I needed for my daily living with
Type 1 Diabetes.

Medical Mutts mission is to save
shelter dogs and create a team
with their person that benefits
both lives immeasurably.

To this I and my
family are grateful!
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"Medical Mutts has been an amazing
organization to work with. They have given
me the tools and confidence to work with my
own dog to create our service team. Andi
and I have grown closer and it is wonderful to
see her enjoy her new job. The instructors
were always there to answer questions, work
through struggles and share victories."
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CAREER CHANGE
DOGS
Service dogs must be able to
work in all sorts of situations,
from offices to crowded malls
and busy supermarkets. We will
do everything we can to help a
dog succeed, but if a dog isn't
comfortable with this work, we
never force them. Some dogs are
simply not cut out for it.

17
ADOPTIONS*

Once we are sure it's best for the
dog, we'll release them for
adoption. We will find them a
good home where they can be a
loving pet or transfer them to
another organization that will
place them.

*17 dogs were adopted directly from Medical Mutts
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OUR RESCUE
PARTNERS
Indianapolis Animal Care Services
Creekside Animal Rescue
Johnson County Animal Shelter
Tails & Trails Animal Rescue
Huntsville Animal Services

55
DOGS
RESCUED

Montgomery County Animal Care
and Control
Memphis Animal Services
Kokomo Humane Society
Louisville Metro Animal Shelter
Shelby County Animal Shelter
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OUR FINANCIALS

Administration
11.4%

$570,720.64
TOTAL

EXPENSES

Fundraising
5.6%

Training Programs
83%

Training Program: $473,853.24
Fundraising: $31,990.06
Administration: $64,877.34
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$637,331.97
Corporate Donations

TOTAL

REVENUE

$51,846.11
General Donations
$49,559.90

Program Revenue
$535,925.96
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+317-991-5400

info@medicalmutts.com

medicalmutts.org

facebook.com/medicalmutts

6120 Allisonville Rd.
Indianapolis, IN 46220

